Python On Symbian: Mobile App Development Made Easy
Python on Symbian is a great way to start creating mobile applications ("apps"). Python apps look like 'native' Symbian apps and can be distributed in the same way. They can access the same platform services but, without the need to dive deep into Symbian C++, are quick and easy to create. You can write fully functional apps after only a few hours of study. Python is a fun, fast and completely free alternative to native C++ development. If you don’t yet know Python, this book gently introduces you to the language, coding conventions and basic programming elements. Later chapters of the book take you on a tour of Python on Symbian, and include: how to write applications that use Symbian APIs how to use telephony, messaging, graphics, multimedia, networking, location and platform services how to extend Python on Symbian debugging techniques how to create standalone apps. With illustrations, screenshots and working examples for Symbian devices, this book makes getting up and running easy. The authors show you how to put together Python apps as prototypes and as complete products to sell through a commercial app store. If you want to develop powerful mobile apps for Symbian phones, with the minimum effort and the shortest learning curve, this is the book for you!
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Customer Reviews

This is a great book if you want to find out more about writing apps for Symbian without having to work out how Symbian C++ works. Anyone who knows Python can get an app up and running in a
few hours, and this book explains how. It also covers advanced material and explains how to
package apps to sell - which is a hot topic in mobile development right now. Recommended reading
for anyone looking to make an app or two, for profit or for fun!
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